
APPLES TO APPLES
REXTON BICORE R312

Apple App Store is a trademark of Apple Inc.
iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and 
other countries and is used under license.
Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.
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SPEECH PRESERVATION TECHNOLOGY™ Rexton BiCore Competitor

Soundpro 2.0 Automatically adjusts the amount of speech and noise separation to make listening easy in 
all situations Yes

Wireless Sync 4.0 Ultra-quick binaural processing preserves binaural cues even in dynamic environments to 
keep wearers hearing well in nearly all listening environments Yes

My Voice 2.0 Automatically reduces the loudness of your own voice when speaking Yes

AutoEcho Reducer Improves comfort and speech understanding in reverberant places Yes

CONNECTIVITY

HandsFree Mode Allows wearer to talk on iPhones without holding the phone Yes

CallControl Allows iPhone users to answer/end phone calls using the rocker switch on their hearing aid Yes

Rexton Assist* Applies real-time improvements in hearing aid performance based on the wearer’s needs Yes

Made for iPhone® & Android™ (ASHA) Stream phone calls and audio from iPhone and compatible Android (ASHA) phones Yes

Streaming Direct stream from your TV and other audio devices using Smart Transmitter 2.4 or Smart Mic Yes

SOUND QUALITY & COMFORT

Multi-track Signal Processing Follow conversations with ease, even in difficult listening situations Yes

Channels Multi-track processing doubles the number of channels to 96 per hearing aid Yes

Motion Sensors Automatic adjustment of directionality based on wearer movement Yes

Stereo iLock Narrows the focus to hear a conversation partner directly in front of you when in noisy 
environments Yes

Auto iFocus 360 Microphone focus will automatically track to the direction of the loudest speech in a car 
environment Yes

Directional Hearing Control* Allows you to manually customize the focus of the microphones Yes

Premium Noise Reduction Reduces environmental noise such as fans, street noise, running water Yes

Intelligent Wind Noise Cancellation Improves speech clarity when outdoors in windy environments and reduces wind noise Yes

Intelligent Feedback Preventer Keeps hearing aids from whistling Yes

Sound Smoothing Automatically reduces sudden noises, like dishes clanking Yes

Automatic Environment Manager Automatically recognizes and adjusts to different environments including the car Yes

Bandwidth Compression Allows better understanding of high pitch sounds for severe high frequency hearing losses Yes

Music Enhancer Programs Includes optimized settings for musicians and listening to live or recorded music 3 programs

XPhone Allows you to hear phone conversation in both hearing aids while holding the phone up to 
one ear Yes

CONVENIENCE & ACCESSORIES

Completely Automatic Adapts to unique listening needs automatically as your environment changes Yes

Wearing Time Battery size 312; 312 Zinc air 84-89 hours

Rexton App Allows discreet control of hearing aid functions, remote tuning adjustments and Rexton Assist Free

Mask Mode* Improves hearing voices muffled by face coverings and facemasks Yes

Programs Allows the addition of customized programs if desired 6 programs

Programmable Rocker Switch On-board control of the hearing aid for volume and program change Yes

SecureTec Protection IP68 Keeps dust/dirt and moisture out of your hearing aids Yes

Smart Key Discreet remote control to change volume and programs Optional

Smart Transmitter 2.4 Allows for direct streaming of Dolby Digital stereo sound from TVs Optional

Smart Mic Remote microphone that allows streaming from Bluetooth enabled devices, offers hands-free 
mobile headset convenience and can be used as a remote control Optional

Price of 1 hearing aid, 3 year warranty, 2 year L&D

*Available via the Rexton App


